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UNITED STATES
Presstek has helped US based specialty lawn care sign printer RND Signs to upgrade its existing Presstek 52DI digital
offset press to include the latest Eco-UV curing system. This has shortened lead times, improved print quality and
durability and increased the range of products that RND Signs can offer its customers.Since 1985, RND Signs has supplied pesticide application warning signs and stakes to the green and lawn care
industry across North America. Introduced in 1985 to satisfy state legislation, today the colourful shaped signs
successfully promote a business. But with increased competition among sign printers, there is added pressure to
streamline print production and increase customer value.‘Our customers need good quality printed signs that are also durable for withstanding all weather conditions for a
minimum of 48 to 72 hours or longer,’ explained Deb Bielefeld, RND Signs office and facility manager. ‘Previously,
although we could offer a variety of colours, shapes and sizes, we were unable to use a stock with any type of weather
durability. To achieve the necessary resistance to water, temperature and light, we had to apply a post printed coating.
This added both time and cost to each job, which would eat into our profitability. As such, we were looking for a
solution that would enable us to print using UV inks directly onto coated stock – completely eradicating the need to
coat the original printed product. This is where Presstek came into play.’The Presstek Eco-UV upgrade transformed the current 52DI to a UV DI press capable of printing with UV inks onto
coated stocks, plastics and vinyl. As well as allowing users to print onto a much wider range of substrates, the Eco-UV
curing system ensures printed materials are dried instantly, accelerating the overall production process. RND Signs’
customers now receive a sign that will hold up in all weather conditions, whether moist or prolonged bright sunlight.

UNITED STATES
Infigo Software works with a number of innovative teams in the USA. 

It had the pleasure of working with the fun and creative team at CrushTag, the US based customised wine label and

accessories specialist, on the relaunch of its website www.crushtag.com. More and more, Infigo is being approached to

deliver user friendly e-commerce solutions for online retailers, offering new and exciting personalised products directly

to the consumer. 

CrushTag’s products are truly unique so this was an exciting project to be involved in. From personalised bottle

labels to tasting mats, draft beer taps to coasters, CrushTag provides creative customised products for everything from

wine producers to parties, gifts and corporate events – basically any opportunity you can think of to make an impact

with a personalised product! 

Secondly, Infigo has a fantastic relationship with the team at the Arizona State University Print and Imaging Lab. 

Arizona State University is one of the largest universities in the USA and has been voted the most innovative in the

nation, and this reputation is highlighted by the dynamic operation in the print and imaging lab. 

Infigo Software replaced the legacy web to print system which ASU previously used and has enabled the print and

imaging lab to offer a user friendly digital solution for producing an array of exciting products for its students, alumni,

faculty and staff. 

One of the most stand out aspects about the lab is that it is run by students. They learn invaluable skills in printing

and software management, inspiring the next generation in the digital world of print. From photobooks, branded

merchandise and student designed work, to business cards and university stationery, the products ASU produces are

vast and the operation is slick.


